
Old Economy Village, a must-see, tells the story of

the Harmony Society, one of the oldest and most

successful religious communal groups of the

nineteenth century. The site contains the restored

historic structures and gardens built between 1824

and 1830. The buildings, grounds, library, archives,

and original artifacts are a memorial to the

Society’s commitment to the religious discipline

and economic industry that built their American

Utopia. The 1802 Log House on the grounds of

the award-winning Beaver Area Heritage
Museum is a center for education and

demonstrates the lifestyle and everyday living

conditions faced by typical frontier families circa

1802. Take a self-guided walking tour through

history at Grove Cemetery. This time-honored

cemetery is hallowed grounds to many historic

tombstones, and houses memorials to New

Brighton firemen and veterans of the Civil War,

Spanish American War, and World War I. Bringing

the past into the present, the Air Heritage
Museum of Western Pennsylvania allows aircrafts

to guide you through the rich history of flight. The

museum holds aviation-related artifacts from past

to present, Japanese and German artifacts from

WWII, as well as civilian, commercial, and military

antiquities. 

Just 30 minutes northwest of Pittsburgh,
Beaver County offers countryside serenity
just minutes from big-city amenities.
Getting here is easy with immediate
access to the Pennsylvania Turnpike and
connections to I-79 without tolls.

Visiting history enthusiasts will rejoice in
Beaver County’s historical sites and
landmarks, not found anywhere else. 
 Student travel options include STEAM
education at Pinball PA and agricultural
field trips at one of the many working
farms in the County.

Walk around Joe’s old stomping grounds and

learn more about the SuperBowl victor at the Larry
Bruno Foundation Hall of Achievement &
Museum. No trip to Beaver County would be

complete without a visit to Saint Nicholas Chapel.

From Beaver County to Broadway,

Joe Namath has always maintained

his hometown roots.



Attend an unforgettable, world-class

performance at the Lincoln Park Performing
Arts Center, an institution that provides the

opportunity for young performers of the Lincoln

Park Performing Arts Charter School to work side-

by-side with industry professionals in pursuit of

their creative vision.

Beaver County played 
a major role in the 

Underground Railroad.

Creativity flows like the rivers
that surround us, and you too

can experience the joy and
emotional connections elicited

through the arts. 

Slaves would travel through Hookstown and then up the

Ohio River to the Beaver River where they would then be

led to safe houses in Bridgewater. Abolitionists would

help move the slaves to various stations in the county to

secure their path to freedom. You can take a self-guided

tour at known stops along the Underground Railroad in

Darlington and New Brighton.

With more than 200 dining
establishments, Beaver County
boasts many options for group

dining with ample parking areas.
It's been said that one could travel the world without

ever leaving Beaver County.  The Industrial Revolution

and the rise of steel brought immigrants from all over

the world creating an extraordinary amalgamation of

cultures.  This led to the preservation of foods unique to

one's homeland, traditions, and lifestyle.

Birdwatchers will delight in the chance
to see an active Bald Eagle's nest 

visible from public property.
Not only is Big Rock Park a great spot to fish along the Beaver

River, but avid birdwatchers can also view an active Bald

Eagle's nest. In addition to the eagles, osprey and other

species of birds are plentiful, making this a destination for

ardent nature-watchers. 


